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AI chatbot ChatGPT and digital portrait generator Lensa have seen a lot of hype over the last

couple of weeks. There’s every chance their buzz is a passing fad. What’s not a passing fad?

The use of generative AI in marketing, which will increase significantly over the next few years.

Here are seven ways you might use the tech:

1. Create visual content for listings and social posts

At the center of AI’s marketing takeover (okay, “takeover” might be a bit fatalistic) is creative

content. Images taken by IRL people will be replaced partly by AI renderings. Why? The same

reason tech often takes over (less fatalistic here): Because it’s faster and cheaper. Commercial

photography and logo design can cost thousands of dollars. AI costs less.

2. Generate marketing copy for product listings

This feature goes hand in hand with visual content. Why pay real people to write descriptions

if an AI can do it faster and cheaper? One reason is people may do a better job.

In his The Rebooting Substack, Brian Morrissey described the soullessness of a worst-case

generative AI future: “We’ll have bots writing for bots, monetized by bots.”

For both image and copy generation, human finesse is necessary to prevent what would

essentially become marketing battle bots. Kate Lindsay argued in her Embedded Substack

that the social media screenshots of silly ChatGPT conversations are “more about people

showing o� their prompts than it is the text. The reason they’re interesting to anyone at all is

due to what a human did, not a robot.”

This reflects Morrissey’s philosophy that “jobs displaced by technology are often replaced by

other jobs.” But no matter the human influence, AI will certainly be involved in the coming

interaction of creative marketing content.

3. Allow users to change visual features of products

AI’s marketing influence (that word is less scary than “takeover”) will allow user interaction

with products.

Rather than shooting a 360-degree video of a pair of shoes, AI could render a sneaker from

any angle, in any size, with any background, and any modifications, as Troy Young mentioned

https://www.businessinsider.com/chatgpt-new-ai-chatbot-conversation-with-questions-answers-examples-2022-12
https://therebooting.substack.com/p/ai-is-coming-for-media
https://embedded.substack.com/p/i-dont-care-what-the-ai-wrote
https://therebooting.substack.com/p/ai-is-coming-for-media
https://www.peoplevsalgorithms.com/p/ai-and-the-age-of-creative-superhumans
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in his People vs Algorithms Substack. Digital merchandising is costly and laborious. AI will cut

those corners.

That presents an opportunity for retailers like Shein, which our analyst Sky Canaves predicted

will push into custom goods and on-demand fashion. Visualizing those customizations via AI

rendering tools will push consumers closer to purchase.

4. Personalize marketing campaigns

If AI can visualize custom products, it can certainly personalize custom campaigns. Ads are

already targeting consumers, but marketers and brands are limited to images and copy they

have on hand. With AI cutting labor, consumers could see hyperpersonal campaigns.

That said, regulators already have data privacy concerns about targeted advertising. And

tech companies like Apple and Google have already taken steps to limit third-party data

collection. Just because AI will have the capability for hyperpersonalization doesn’t mean

regulators will let that happen.

5. Visualize try-ons via virtual avatars

If augmented reality (AR) doesn’t make the dressing room virtual, AI will. It’s likely we will see

some combination of the two. Walmart already has an AI-powered virtual dressing room,

which allows users to visualize products on di�erent body types. And the company is still

considering adding a social sharing component to virtual try-ons, which would turn a product

listing feature into a social media marketing one.

Amazon has something similar in the works, and is already ahead of the curve on AR try-ons.

6. Optimize pricing and inventory

Technically this is a bit less generative, but it’s one of the biggest retail use cases for AI. One

brand doing this at scale is Shein, which uses AI to predict consumer demand and manage

inventory. Shein has claimed it lists hundreds of thousands of new items daily, a feat that

would be very di�cult without an algorithm determining which items stay and which ones go.

7. Chat with customers to answer questions and resolve issues

https://techcrunch.com/2022/03/02/walmart-launches-a-i-powered-virtual-clothing-try-on-technology-for-online-shoppers/
https://www.cbinsights.com/research/retail-fashion-leaders-virtual-try-on/
https://qz.com/1993955/shein-a-chinese-fast-fashion-retailer-is-a-hit-with-us-teens
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It’s not new to outsource customer service. It’s not even new to outsource it to AI chatbots—

customer service tech company Zendesk put out a guide for this. As chat gets better and

more humanlike, the advantages of o�ering AI chatbots will only grow.

Bonus: Futurize gaming to boost another ad channel

What do improved nonplayer characters in video games have to do with marketing? A lot,

considering they may give way to a “banner year” for the industry. AI will improve the gaming

experience, which could lead to more gamers, expanding an industry that already comprises

more than half of the US population, according to our forecast.

You’re probably already keeping a somewhat suspicious eye on marketing in the metaverse.

But don’t let metaverse malcontents keep you from exploring gaming as a channel.

AI’s Cambrian explosion will bring more complex tech to more companies, but AI has many

more capabilities we don’t yet know about. James Vincent explained this complexity in The

Verge, calling it “capability overhang.” Essentially, we do not know what we do not know about

the things AI can do.

So yes, these seven (plus a bonus) features of generative AI will become common in the next

couple of years. But so will more features that exist beyond the horizon of what we can

envision.

The big picture: Marketers will need to take advantage of AI and keep an open mind to its

changes. But taking advantage of AI doesn’t mean sinking creative teams. Rather, AI will

foster an era of human use of machines to optimize outcomes, just like digital art did before it.

This was originally featured in the eMarketer Daily newsletter. For more marketing insights,

statistics, and trends, subscribe here.

https://www.zendesk.com/service/messaging/chatbot/
https://www.theverge.com/2022/12/8/23499728/ai-capability-accessibility-chatgpt-stable-diffusion-commercialization
https://www.insiderintelligence.com/newsletters

